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It’s cheaper, quicker and better for you than taking the bus or sitting behind the wheel - and you
don’t need to buy a bike or a shed. The Nextbike hire scheme is a huge hit even post-Games.

hire DEMAND FOR
GameS city CYCLES
A

bike-hire scheme is
proving a big hit in
the Scottish launch
city of Glasgow.

Nextbike’s hire statistics have drowned
out the cynics and surprised the operator.
Now 10 more bike-hire stations and 130
new bikes are planned for Glasgow in the
coming months.
A second Scottish city and the UK’s
third, Stirling, is also preparing for its own
Nextbike network.
Rob Grisdale is managing director of
Nextbike UK, which runs Glasgow’s mass
automated cycle hire scheme involving 30
stations and 270 bikes.
He said: “We were hopeful that
Glasgow would embrace the
Nextbike culture but we were also
aware it might be a flop.
“Some people suggested the
scheme would fail in a city not
renowned for its health record.
“Other critics reckoned many
of the bikes would become a target
for vandals but it hasn’t happened.
“In fact, we were amazed by the
popularity of the hire bikes, with
almost 8000 members signed up
since the launch nine weeks ago.
“The usage of the bikes is also
high at 11 per cent on average per day and
far better than more established city hire
schemes, including London’s Boris bikes.
“Because of the high demand we can now
expand the network to the south side of
Glasgow and
towards Stirling.”
By the end of the
year, Nextbike hopes to
have 40 stations in
Glasgow and 400 bikes.
The Stirling scheme will
start at the end of September.
One of the most popular
uses for the three-speed
bikes is commuting to
work. Nextbike records
show a bike-hire peak
at commuter times
during the week.
Dave McCulloch,
one of the Nextbike commuters, swapped
the bus for a two-mile cycle to work.
Dave, 26, of Partick, said: “Nextbike has
an annual membership of £60, saving me
£400 a year on my bus pass.”
Dave, a complaints investigator for a
national bank, has also discovered that
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cycling is faster than public transport.
He said: “There is a bike station near my
home and it only takes about 10 minutes to
cycle to the city centre, which is much
quicker than the bus.
“I also enjoy the ride and have become
much fitter over the past couple of months.”
Dave now uses a Nextbike for leisure rides
in the evenings and at weekends.
He said: “The bikes are brilliant for getting
about the city for meeting with friends or for
cycling further afield. I have even cycled to
the Falkirk Wheel and back.
“It’s far cheaper than buying my own bike
and I don’t need to worry about bike

Get on your Nextbike
Bikes are available to rent 24/7 from one of
the city-wide Nextbike stations. Register
online, use a free app or call 020 816 69851
and pay by credit card or direct debit.
Hire is on a membership or casual basis.
Casual hire costs £1 per half hour capped at
£10 for up to 24 hours.
Annual membership costs £60 with hire
free for the first 30 minutes, and it’s £1 an
hour capped at £5 for up to 24 hours.
Each bike has a coded chain lock, a saddle
with a theft protection device and GPS
fitted to assist in locating any stolen cycles.
See www.nextbike.co.uk
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Super-comfy ride
I don’t think I have ever used a bicycle with a
basket on the front. And the last time my
bike had three gears was in my childhood.
So I was prepared to hate the heavylooking Nextbike. But I didn’t. I thoroughly
enjoyed riding a Nextbike around Glasgow.
A super-comfy seat, simple to raise or
lower according to leg length, was welcome
without my usual padded cycle shorts.
The wider tyres made easy work of the
Tarmac and park trails.
The straight-backed set-up also felt nicely
relaxed and the brakes and gears were in
good working order.
While the bike is heavy compared with
my road racer, it offered better momentum
on flat paths and downhill.
If I am caught out in Glasgow without a
bike, I’d definitely use one again.
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maintenance or a secure storage area.”
Another city worker, Lorenzo Mele, uses a
Nextbike for getting to meetings.
The senior arts officer with Glasgow Life
said: “I haven’t owned a bike for years but it
makes a lot of sense to cycle to city meetings.
“It’s quicker and cheaper than other forms
of transport and I really enjoy cycling.”
Lorenzo makes good use of the cycle lanes
and traffic-free paths in the city.
He said: “I try to stick to the lanes, such as
the cycle path along the River Clyde. Glasgow
needs to keep up with the cycling demand
and install more bike-friendly lanes.”

There’s no excuse
Thousands of cyclists are being
encouraged to take part in the
Cycle To Work Day on Thursday.
And with hundreds of Nextbikes for
hire in Glasgow, there’s no reason you
can’t join the campaign.
Nextbike are also hosting a Cycle
to Work Day competition. To have a
chance of winning a £50 Nextbike
credit, take a selfie of you and the
Nextbike inside your office.
Post the picture with hashtags
#nextbike and #cycleintowork to
Facebook or Twitter.
Last year, Cycle to Work
Day saw 20,000 UK people
commute on two wheels
and cycle 250,000 miles.
This year the aim is to
double the number.
www.fionaoutdoors.co.uk
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